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Abstract

We study stochastic quantization of gravity in terms of a BRS invariant canon-

ical operator formalism. By introducing artificially canonical momentum variables

for the original Held variables, a canonical formulation of stochastic quantization

is proposed in the sense that the Fokkcr-Planck liamiltontan is the generator of

the fictitious time translation. Then we show (hat there exists a nilpotciU BftS

symmetry in an enlarged phase space of tlic first-class constrained systems. The

phase space is spanned by the the dynamical variables, their canonic&l conjugate

momentum variables, Faddeev-Popov ghost and anti-ghost. We apply the general

BRS invariant formulation to stochastic quantization of gravity which is described

as a second-class constrained system in let ma of a pair of Langevin equations cou-

pled with while noises. It is shown that the stochastic action of gravity includes

explicitly the DeWitt's type supcrspace metric which leads to a geometrical inter-

pretation of quantum gravity analogus to nonlinear tr-models.

1. Introduction

Stochastic Quantization ( in short, SQ ) was first introduced by P&risi and

Wu'1' as an interesting alternative quantization method.(>l There are two equiva-

lent descriptions of SQ; One is based on a Langcvin equation and tlie other is on

a FoJcIcer-Planck equation. A Langevin equation is appropriate for the numerical

calculation, while it is not so suitable for the investigation of the symmetry prop-

erties of the system ( such as rcnornializabilily, uHilarity, spontaneous symmetry

breaking, etc. ). On the other hand, Fokkcr-Planck ( F-P ) equation is constructed

from the invariancc principle under the symmetries of the system, thus it prop-

erly reflects tlic symmetry properties of the system. In this sense, the description

in terms of the F-P equation is preferable for the investigation of the symmetry

properties in SQ.

There arc some other formulations of SQ which arc motivated to clarify the

symmetry properties in SQ.'1"'"'1 Especially, a stochastic effective action ii AM use*

ful bridge ( we call it stochastic action in short) which connects those descriptions.

In terms of the stochastic action, SQ has been recognized as a (D+l)-dimensional

field theory and it provides us a canonical formulation of SQ, which is directly

connected with the F*P equation. Furtlicnoore, it is easy to apply the field theo-

retical loots developed in the ordinary quantization method to SQ, in particular,

the rexormnlizahility in SQ has been discussed in this context. " ' '

In gauge theories, one of (he most important symmetries for the consistent

quantization of the system is ihc BUS symmetry"1""' in the Faddecv-Popov effec-

tive action.1"1 Recently the BUS symmetry of the stochastic action has been intro-

duced for Yung-Miffs ficM and the UVd-TaUhaslii identity in SQ is discussed.""""

In a previous paper ( referred to (I)), we gave « general formulation of I he BUS

invariant stochastic action for the first-claw constrained systems and investigated

(he BUS structure for massless and massive Yang-Mills fields in SQ. For the grav-

itational field, the Langeviii approach and the F-P approach have been discussed

and recognized that (i) the structure of the Langeviii equation takes an analogous

form of a stochastic process on n Itiemnnnian manifold,1" (ii) In a formal sense,
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there exists ft Zwanzigcr type gauge fixing which provides the Fad dee v-Popov elfec-

livc fiction in the infinite fictitious time limit. It is also clarified how we obtain

the Langevin equation of quantum gravity by starting from a Langcvin system with

a fccond-class constraint.1"1

Tlic purpose of this paper is to investigate, in the context of SQ, the BUS syin-

mclry in gravity and construct its BUS invariant formulation in terms of stochastic

action by applying the general method in (I). Since the a BRS invariant stochas-

tic action is obtained from a BKS invariant F-P equation or equivalently a I-I '

ha mil toman, we first investigate the BRS symmetry in the F-P haniiltomnn for

the first-class constrained systems which arc defined in curvcu configuration space.

Then we apply the method to the gravity case.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we briefly review the equiva-

lence between the three different descriptions of SQ. In section 3, we introduce two

important concepts for SQ of the first-class constrained systems. One is a metric

tensor GAn and the other is a Killing-vector in a manifold of the configuration

space. These concepts enables us to give a simple geometrical description «f local

gauge transformations and their geometrical interpretations. A variation of n con-

figuration of the field variable is identified with the Killing-vector. We ((instruct

.1 ]''•)' equation which is iiivari.int under the general coordinate IraiisfuriJiaimii in

the configuration space. We also give an operator formalism for the invariant F-P

equation and derive its path-integral iepresenlalion which defines a stochastic ac-

tion. In section -I, we give a general formulation of the BUS invariant F-P equation.

The section 5 and 6 arc devoted to the application of Ihe general method to gravity,

We consider a description for SQ of gravity l>y a pair of Lnngcvin equations coupled

with while noises. This procedure uniquely determine the metric tensor G ,„ in the

case of gravity. The BUS symmetry for the gravitational field is clarified in section

G. The section 7 is devoted to discussions. In the appendix A, we give the concrete

description of the operator formalism in curved configuration spaces. Appendices

B ami C arc devoted, to some tie toils on the path-integral representation. Imperially

we prove that our formulation is essentially equivalent to the approach l>y Nainiki

and YamanaknV1 . We also show that the Parisi-Sourlas1'*1 supcrsyiniiiclry in SQ

is realized in a operator ordering of the canonical formulation.

2. Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian and a Canonical
Formulation in Stochastic Quantization

Wc first briefly review (he equivalence between A (.Angevin equation, a F-P

equation and a stochastic action.

We start from a Langevin equation for a quantum mechanical system,

0S<

(2.1)

Srf is the clw*ic.il Kuclidean action or the system. The dot ( • ) denotes Hie

derivative willi reaped to the fictitious time, i. The capital Roman subscript

denotes the whole set of indices ( including llie space-lime coordinates in the case

of «i quantum field theoretical system ). The expectation value of an observable

O[q) is given by

^ ) (2.2)

(2.3)

where qf is the solution of the Langcvin equation (2.1).

A F-P equation

is muivalcjil In yl.\) inulcr tlio drfiiiilion of I ho ilislribulion funclinnM

It is first shown by Parisi anil Wu lhal lire F-P equation (2.'l) is icwiiUrll as

"Sclirodingct equation ", with an lionnit liaiiiiltonian, for llic "wave flinclioual
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An advantage of this form is that the F-P hatuiltonian Hf p is formally positive

semi-definite; necessary condition for the existence of the equilibrium limit. In

fact, the Schrodinger equation (2.5) gives a simple proof for the equilibrium limit

of the distribution functional, namely, it has an equilibrium solution Pt. = e *'.

It also provides a basis for a canonical formulation of SQ in which "HF_p is the

generator of the translation in the imaginary fictitious time. In order to realize the

F-P Hamiltonian in a phase space, we artificially introduce a canonical momentum

PA conjugate to the dynamical variable qA and assume the commutation relation

K V ] = ->'«? (26)

Thus we obtain an operator form of the F-P h ami I Ionian provided that we identify

»A * -*&

Now we construct a stochastic action which connects the two pictures of SQ.

Let us start wjlh the generating functional of the white noise in (2.1)

Z\j) =

By inserting llic unity,

(2.7)

into the generating functional (2.7) and integrating out the white noise variable

V"4, we obtain

(2.9)

The variable *A is introduced to represent the ^-functional in (2.Q). The Ctrassina-

nian variables \l>* and ^ are also introduced to represent the determinant factor.
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The generating functional (2.9) is also expressed in the following form

Here we have changed the integration variable K, US follows

(2.10)

(2.11)

and performed the integration of 0 and V>. This is a manifestation of the equivalence

between the stochastic action and the F-P hamillonian (2.S).

Here we add a comment on a supcrsyniniclry in SQ. It is well-known that tlie

stochastic action A" „ in (2.9) possesses a sup.irsymmetry, the Parisi-Sourlw (P-S)

supcrsymmctry,

6&A = 0,
(2.12)

This, first discussed in connection with llic mechanism of the dimensional reduc-

tion, comes from the fact that the Langevin equation is coupled with the white

noise. In this sense, the P-S symmetry is essential to justify lhal (2.9) describes

the same system as that described by the Lnngcvin equation (2.1). However, there

is an alternative operator formalism in SQ in which the P*S symmetry is not

referred.1" In the approach, the contribution of the dctcrnunant factor in (2.8),

(lie last (erm \j-*$-x in (2.10), comes from the careful evaluation oftlie derivative

with respect to the fictitious time based on the Ilo's stochastic calculus1"1 . In the

Ito's stochastic calculus, we have

provided that tlie variable <}* is a function of the while noise. In this approach, we
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have just obtained the term ^ g
 ij $ j in (2.10) from the surface tcrir without refer-

ring to tfie PS symmetry .'"' In this sense, the PS supcrsynmiclry automatically

gives the same result as tlie llo's stochastic calculus by regarding the variable qA

ft

independent of the white noise i)A. It is also useful to provide a basis to prove that

SQ is in fact equivalent to the ordinary quantization method.

In this paper, we mainly study the ER.S invariant structure in the F-P hamil-

tonian (2.10) and the stochastic action

K = ipAqA-HF_t,. (2.14)

Since this is obtained by integrating out the Grassmanian variables i'A and v'1 .̂

P-S symmetry is implicit in this form.

3. First-Class Constrained Systems and
the Invariant Fokker-Planck Equation

In this section, we discuss a method to construct a gauge invariant F-P equa-

tion. Here we introduce two important concepts; one is a metric tensor GAn in the

configuration space {qA}t so called superspace metric and the other is a Killing-

vector in the manifold {fA*GAl}}. The lulling-vector is identified to the variation

of the variable qA under the local gauge transformation.

Let us consider the case that the classical action S , is invariant under t'ie

infinitesimal local gauge transformation

(3.1)

Here n* is a transformation parameter which is assumed to be independent of

the fictitious lime. EA is a function of qn. Note that the little Roman subscript

also includes the space-time coordinates in the case of a quantum field theoretical

system. The local gauge transformation of p, should be determined such that the

commutation relation (2.6) is preserved under the gauge transformation. Before

determining (lie transformation property of the canonical momentum variable, we

consider the local gauge transformation as a special case of the general coordinate

transformation in supcrspace

(3.2)

Then we clarify the geometrical meaning of the local gauge transformation.

Following to (I), we introduce a metric tensor G .„ in the configuration space

{<IA}- By using the supcrspacc metric, it is oasy to give a F-P equation to be

invariant under tlie general coordinate transformation (-1.2). We obtain an invariant

F-P equation

OS

(3.3)

is the inverse of the

the distribution functional P{q,l) in (3.3) is a scalar functional normalized by

(3.4)

We also obtain an invariant F-P hamiltonian

— — _-V*—— (3 51

which defines tltc "Sclirodingcr cqiiAtinn " in (2.5).

Now let us clarify tlic geometrical meaning of the local gauge transformation

(•). I)- Tlic V-V equation (3.3) is transformed covarianlly as a scalar under the gen-

eral coordinate Iransforination provided that the sujiers|>ace metric is transformed

liy

" I*. (3.6)

From tlie same reason as in the case of nonlinear (r-models, if and only if tlie

transformation function fA is a Killing-vector in superspacc ( the configuration
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space {QA*GAB} )t the F-P eq-ition is invariant under the general coordinate

transformation (3.2) and (3.6).

From tlie correspondence, we identify the local gauge transformation (3.1) as

the Killing-vector in the manifold {<lAiGAB}- By solving the Killiug-vcclor equa-

tion with respect to the metric GAB

we obtain the solution GAB ( and GAB ) as a function ofqA for the given functional

EA. Then w= arrive at a manifestly local gauge invariant F-P equation (3.3).

In what follows, we clarify the condition of the first-class constraints. The

generator of the local gauge transformation (3.1) is given by

_ • A * 0

for a scalar wave function. By the help of the Killing-vectSr equation (3.7), the

generator Q(a) is hermilian with respect to the inner product

JrQlaWJi). (3-9)

The condition of the first-class constraints is the closure of the algebra. We assume

here

= -••«:»<«,• (3.10)

where Q[a) = Qaa'. We also assume that the "structure constant " u ' t is inde-

pendent of qA and pB. As we have shown in (I), these assumptions are satisfied

for the case of massJess and massive Yang-Miffs fields. As we shall show later, in

the case of the gravitational field, the condition (3.10) is also satisfied. The closed

algebra (3.10) is equivalent to the condition

on the function EA in (3.1). We noie that the killing-vector equation (3.7) is used

to derive the equation (3.11).

In the following, we construct an operator formalism for what we have explained

above. Let us write the operator expression of the F-P equation (3.5) in a manifestly

covarianl form.

Here the canonical momentuin operator satisfies the commutation relation

(3.13)

It is identified

p . ~ - i ;

on the basis of a scalar wave functional. This relation implies that the operator is

not hcruiitian with respect to the inner product (3.9). However we note that the

cigen-values of pA are real ( see Appendix A ).

The "Schrodingcr equation " is given by

-H (3.J5)

We also obtain the operator expression for the generator of the local gauge trans-

formation (3.1)

By using the Kill ing-vector equation, the operator Q is shown to be heriuitian.

From the condition (3.12), the algebra (3.10) holds in the operator level with the

definition; Q = Q«° - - The transformation property of f\A and the canonical

momentum p . arc given by

(317)

Alfliougli the hcnniticily of tficsc o|>crators arc not discussed in (1), it depends on
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Hie definition of the inner product. In Hie appendices A and B, we also explain the

inner product on which we have studied the BRS symmetry in (I)-

In the following section, we show that how the BRS symmetry is realized in

the canonical formulation.

4. BRS Symmetry in Stochastic Quantization
of the First-Class Constrained Systems

In this section, we study the BRS symmetry in F-P hamillonian in terms of

the operator formalism developed in the previous section. We also derive the

path-integral representation of a vacuum transition amplitude winch gives a BRS

invariant stochastic action for the first-class constrained systems.

The BRS transformation in SQ is constructed from the local gauge transfor-

mation by replacing

a0 - UC, (4.0

where c is a Grassmanian constant. C is the Facldccv- Popov ghost field. The

nilpotcnt BRS transformation is given by1'1'

(.1.2)

We nole thai Hie BRS transformation of the metric CAB is induced by the BRS

transformation of qA since the metric GAB is not a fundamental variable but the

solution of the Killing-vector equation (1.7) as a function of qA. It is easy to show

the nilpotency of the BRS transformation ('(.2) by using the algebra of constraints

- I I -

(3.10) and the Jacobi identity provided that the F-P ghost and anti-ghost satisfy

the anti-commutation relation

{•C4,C*} = - . *> . (4.3)

Here we comment on the derivation of the BRS transformation (4.2). The

transformations of <[''' and j>, are obtained by the replacement (4.1) in (4.14).

The transformation property of the F-P ghost C is determined from the nilpo-

teucy condition of the transformations of qA and p^. The transformation for C , is

uniquely determined as follows. In the present construction of the nilpotcnt BRS

transformation, we start from the phase space {qA,pg). By regarding the F-P

ghost and anti-ghost as the canonical conjugate pair, the phase space is enlarged
l o (^IPQICICI). This means that a charge which generates the BRS transfor-

mation of q*, p and C a on the basis of the coiuinulatiou relations (4.9) and (4.3)

exists and it automatically gives the transformation of C# . On the basis of this

construction, the nilpotcncy of (4.2) is nontrivial, however, it is easily confirmed

by an explicit calculation. The BRS transformation (4.2) is also derived from a

consistent truncation of an extended BRS transformation in a (D+l)-diiiionsional

formulation of SQ in which the multiplier field of the constraints Q4 in (3.8) and

I ho Nalvatiishi-Lautonip field of a gauge fixing arc introduced.1"1 These auxiliary

fields define a (D+l)-diiiicusionnl gauge multiple! with original dynamical variable,

however, consistently truncated in a special class of gauge fixings leaving the nilpo-

teut BRS transformation (4.2)* . Nole that (4.2) is independent of lite choice of

gauge fixing in (D+l)-dimcnsional BRS invariant for.mil at ion. The simitar struc-

ture of the BRS transformation is also discussed in a sligjUty different context by

BalaJin- FnutUi- VilfcoWsky.""

The BRS charge which generates (4.2) is given by

j

, + i[c x q-c. + iul,
(4.4)

Tlicre is A minor error in (1). The constant term, - j " ± t . in ihe BRS transformation of the

nnthghosi C . is ncccu&ry for the hermilicity.
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where we define &DIts = 1&BRS- ^'IC ^ ^ charge satisfies the nilpolency comttlioii

| Q ( Q } = O. (4.5)

We note that the bRS charge is hermit. Although tlic BRS transformation (1.2) •

is expressed in tlic basis of the non-hermit operator p . , it is easy to see that

the hermit BUS transformation is realized in tdc basi* of iiie hermit momentum

operator \*A by replacing pA with C??p^C"*^ in (-1.I) ( sec also the appendix A ).

In this basis the transformation takes more complicated form, because p ( is not

a vector under the general coordinate transformation, while the variation of p ,

under the BRS transformation is manifestly hermit.

The BRS invariant Fokker-Planck h ami I Ionian is given by

(•1.6)

where \' is a gauge fixing function which is a function of only q'V H f l f f , is hermit

provided that we choose an hcrinilian function \" . It defines the BRS invariant

"Schrodinger equation "

I*) = -H f l / r 5 |#) , (4.7)

which is the basis of the present BUS invariant formulation

(•1.6) IF also invariant under the scale transformation of the ghost fields.

The invariancc implies that the gltost number charge

(4.8)

(4.9)

conserves. The BRS cha'.gc and the ghost number charge sslisf)- the well-known

- 1 3 -
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From (he algebra, one may require the Kugo-Ojima's subsidiary condition1"1 ;

Q,.,,_|1I' . } = [) to specify the physical snlwector in the whole Hilbert space.

However we note that it may not be enough to define an unitary S-matrix in

tlic context of SQ because we consider the asymptotic stales with respect to the

fictitious time. Thus, in addition to the subsidiary condition, it is necessary to

specify a boundary condition on the trite time coordinate in space-time. In this

sense, the problem of the unitarily is remained yet to be solved. The BUS algebra

provides the possible basis of the BUS coliomotogy.

Here, for llie application lo gravity, tvc derive the path-integral representation

of (4 7). As we wilt show in the following section, in the case of the gravitational

field, a nontrtvial superspace metric G ,fl exists and it satisfies the following special

condition

G = dctG^u = constant,

-~SB{VGCA0) = oBGAt> = o. ( • I l l )

The first condition implies that it is possible to reduce the invariant measure

\\rVGdqA to UrdqtA, namely one can choose G — constant, by an appropriate

choice of (he variable qA. This is well-known, especially for the gravitational

field, lite second condition is interpreted as a coordinate condition in super*

space. In a Riciuannian manifold, the coordinates ivliicli satisfy the condition

•j-0 (\/GGA0) - 0 is called harmonic coordinate. In the following sec I ion, we

explicitly show that g^ is a "harmonic coordinate " in the superspacc of (lie •!-

dimensions! gravity.

If the conditions (*J.1I) hold, I lie path-integral representation of (4.7) takes a

simple form because there is no problem in the operator ordcrings. By the help of
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the condition (4.11). we have

- C'C, - «„„)}.

^ - "UPC, - |ui»)v* - •C-^Ei '

(-1.12)

Note that the expression is correct only if the condition (4.11) holds. Tin- path-

integral representation (-1.12} can be rewritten in the form in which the P-S super-

symmetry is manifestly preserved.

Before closing this section, we comment on the gauge fixing function x". Al-

though v" is an arbitrary function of qA
s for a special class of the function \ " , it

can be shown that the equilibrium distribution functions) of the F-P equation for-

mally takes the form of the Faddeev-Popov effective action. In fact, the equilibrium

distribution is given by the well-known functional,

(4.13)

wlicr** / denotes J'DBDcVc. Sg denotes the gauge fixing term and the Faddccv-

I'oi/oi' dcicruiiuaut term;

Sf=W-

*'* V' (4.14)

wliere ^", a function of only 9'1, denotes the gauge fixing function. The operator

t'lJns is Ihe generator of the BRS t.<tnsforutation in the ordinary quantization

method which satisfies the uilpotcncy condition. In order to obtain the equilibrium

distribution functional, it is sufficient to choose

x" = -Jc"V(0AFc-s-)r;-'M^r,rn: HIS)

where S(o( = 5 c ( + 5ff. The expression is a generalization of Yaug-Milisl"ir>'1 and

gravity cases ' discussed in terms of the Zwanziger lype gauge in liangevin systems.

5. Stochastic Quantization of Gravity
with the Langevin Equation

The purpose of this section is to illustrate how we apply the geometrical in-

terpretation of the first-class constrained systems to the gravity case, especially,

how we specify the supcrspacc metric GAlt-
iu In order to introduce tlic superspace

metric on a manifold of the configuration space f?'1}, we first consider a system in

which two field variables y^{x) and £''"(2) arc independent each other and they

satisfy (he constraint

where *j = dctj/ . By solving the constraint, we have

(5.2)

By using these field variables, let us start with a pair of the Langevin equations

as.,
• + V '

(5.3)

(5.4)

The auxiliary field 0£ is introduced as a Lagrange multiplier field of the constraint

(5.1). Tlic derivative ( or Variation ) A means that the variables gvv and ^fni arc
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regarded to be independent variables, that is

where the (-function is a 4-dinicnsional bi-scalar density. We note thai tlic func-

tional derivative ^%? is a tensor while -g%— is a tensor density under the general

coordinate transformation. (5-3) is invariant under the fictitious time independent

general coordinate transformation in which the transformation parameter is inde-

pendent of the fictitious time (, provided thai the noise fields i/Mt, and »}„„ are tensor

and tensor density, respectively.

The correlations of the while nnise fields are given by

(5.6)

?!< 7t I" (5-3) and 73 in (fj-G) are constants which arc determined front the require-

ment that (5.3) should reproduce a F-P equation of gravity.

Now we show that the pair of the Langcvin equations (5.3) is equivalent to ft

Langcvin equation for gravity coupled with a non-while noise. We first show that

the multiplier Held p£ of ihc constraint is eliminated in the Langcvin equations by

using the consistency condition of the constraint. This implies that the constraint

(5.1) is a second-claw: one. In fact, by the consistency condition

(5.f)

ami llic constraint (5.1), we obtain

3**= ~
(5.8)

- 1 7 -

where
I

GftVpo — ~"P \9pp9ve + SpsQt/p *~ Q»ii9p«

Here we note thai the relation

holds under the constraint (5.1) du? to ilie identity

ig^^-G^M"-

Thus if we choose the constants as -^}+^j = o, we oblain

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

(5.12)

The correlation of the noise variable („„. is evaluated in tlic sense of Jto's stochastic

calculus as follows

^ . # ) <%.*">} (513)

whore 7j in (5.6) is chosen to be 73 as ~ ^ .

The Langcvin equation (5.12) and the noise correlation (5.13) implies thai the

snperspace metric GAU, in the case of -l-dhncn.Monal gravity, is given by

{GvP,*4{x'tx
i)l (5.14)

Tlie Langevin equations in (5.3) are not independent after eliminating the Lagtangc

- I K -



multiplier field ĴJ. We also have

where the inverse C'tlrfa is defined by

(5.15)

This implies that GA0 is given by

We here note that the superspace metric satisfies

d e l l G " " ^ (*!*')}= constant,

(5.17)

.18)

From the Ungcvin equation (5.12) and (5.15), we find that the c'nicc of the metric

tensor is correct and it also realized in the Langcvin equations coupled with a white

noise.

We have illustrated how to chowc tile metric tensor GAa and GAB in the

configuralion sp.ice {<)*) - {;,,,,(*)} in the case of the '1-diniensional gravity. At

the end of this section, we comment on the D-diincnsional gravity case. For the

gravitational Reid in D-dimensional space-lime, the suitable choice of the variables

which give a BUS invariant palh-iutcgral measure are found to lie""

. O - l
8»i> = S

O-M
•10 '

(5.19)

In the case of 'l-diiuension, (5.19) is consistent with the choice of the independent

variables giw and g'v ( which is identified with g" = </gg*" by the constraint

- 1'.] -

(5.1)). In the case of the D-dimension, we choose (5.19) as the independent vari-

ables. By the same procedure explained in this section, we have the following

results in the case of the D-dimensional gravity.'"1

(5.20)

This implies that the metric tensor GA0 is given by

in the case of the D-dimcnsional gravity. It is also easy to confirm that the metric

G .„ is

0 s 8
(5.23)

We note that only the metric tensor (5.22) ami (V21) satisfies the condition (5.18)

in l)-ilimeii5ional space-time.

Our approach is an analogue of the nonlinear <r-modcl case1"1 and it successfully

leads lo the unique supcrspace metric if we choose the appropriate Held variable

for the gravitational firld, A similar approach to introduce llie independent field

viwiiiUes with a con-tlraint lias liecn discussed by remaining the multiplier lietd of

llic conslrniiil to be governed by AH additional Langrviu cfjuntion.
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6. BRS Invariant Fokker-Planck Haniiltonian
and the Stochastic Action for Gravity

In lliis section, we investigate SQ of gravity based on llic BRS invariant stochas-

tic quantization developed in the previous sections. We mainly i.ivc5tig->'.c llio BUS

structure by applying the general method to construe I I lie nilpolcnl BUS Itarn-

fonuation and the Fokfcer-Hanck haniiltonian which i* invariant under the ^ciierM

coordinate transformation of gravity in the enlarged phase space of SQ.

We t iar l with tlic general coordinate transformation for the graviutjnn.il field

•/fig"". The gcncralur of the transformations (6.2) and (6.3) is given by

Tins snlisfics

"" 3 [(, x £,)»,

provided that the conuiiutation relation is given by

(6.4)

(6.5)

(G.I)

Here we consider n configuration space of the metric lensnr */,,„; {<jA} ~ [

The transformalion function E£ in (3.1) i» defined l>y

(0.2)

It is not necessary to specify tlic transformation function /£„„,(*;*') fur (he fol-

lowing discussion.

From the transformation rule (G, 1). we derive the I ri* inform at ton of the canon*

icnl momentum vnrinhlc and the nlgchra of Hie general coordinate irAiisfuritinlinu.

Tlir transformation property of tlie CAIIUIIICAI mmncuMiin variflhle, let /)''"(/) l><?

(lie oigcnvnlue of canotiicnl iinimpnl;iui operators, in given liy

i, , !>"(,) 5 -
(6..1)

We note that this is the transformation fur n rank - tensor of weight | sucli .v

•i-p

[(\ K {)] '̂  iu s^ ^'IC ^ c c *lcrivAlivc of ( t willi respcel lu {j .

Krom (lie gcncrnl fonmilft {•V2) of llir BUS transformation in plinsr Rpnce, We

finally obtain tliv I)US lt,iiisforiiwlion for (lie gravitational field ii> SQ.

(C.T)

»„«'*,))•

The uilpolrncy of tlic DUS trnnsfornmtion is explicitly checked. We lierc assume

the cummulAtion rclAtion (G.G) and (he nnli-commutation relAtion,

It U nUn easy to olilmn • he following DIIS rhargo liy Ihr formula ( 'II)

(0.8)

(G.'J)

The application of gflieral llli'thud, with lhi< snperspacc mrtric (.ri.l7), ift i;(»v

slinighlfornniil. We here only sluw the lesillts The MIS invariant Fokker-I'lauck
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I'aiuiltonian is given by

(6.10)

Here is an arbitrary gauge fixing function of gvv. From the Fokker-Planck

hauiiltonian and the formula (4.12), we have the BUS invariant stochastic action

for gravitational field in 4-dimensions.

(0.11)

The BUS invariant stochastic action is the basis for both pertiirbalivc- and non-

pcrturbativc analysis of quantum gravity in SQ, A peculiar feature in (6.11) is

the appearance of the DeWitl's suiwrspacc metric. In the ordinary quantization

method, il is introduced to define an invariant pa ill-integral measure, while it dues

not appear in Hie covariant form in the canonical quantization. On the otlirr hand,

since (G.I 1) is explicitly includes the supcrspacc metric, it leads to a geometric in-

terpretation of quantum gravity with an analogue of nonlinear (r-model explained

in section 3. The physical consequence of the geometrical picture i& under inves-

tigation. In a pcrlurbative seme, the renormaliiabilily of 4-dii»cnsional quantum

gravity is not improved even if u-c consider the stochastic action (6.11). In fact,

a simjdc powtt cmmling analysis shows ilia! (6.11) is not rcnornt̂ MzJiiiilc in loop

expansions with the Ward-Takaha?lii ( W-T ) identity derived from the BUS sym-

- 2 3 -

mctry. We note thaL, in addition to the BUS W-T identity there may also exist

another W-T identity of the P-S supersy mine try which is important to construct

the invariant F-P hamiltonian (3.12), This point will be published elsewhere.

We finally add a modified form of the stochastic action (6.11). The term

*im*i*)$»ir) in ^BPS is a s i n S l l * a r *««" including 6*(0) and its derivative. If we

use an appropriate rcgularization method, sued as vlie dimensional one, the term

vanishes and we obtain a form which is similar to the stochastic action discussed

in Hcf.I3 for Yang-Mills Held. For the gravity case,

Here we have used the rcdcnnilion of the integration variable

(6.12)

(6.13)

We have discur-.et] only tlie -l*diiucnsional spxcMimc case. The extension of the

result in the case of D-dimciisiona] space'limc is straightrorward by using the fun-

damental variable delined in (5.19).
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7. Discussions

In this paper, we developed the BRS invariant operator formalism of SQ for

lite first-class constrained systems. We obtained the BUS invariant F-P h,imilIo-

nian which is realized on a canonical formulation in an artificially enlarged phase

s|>aco. We also derived the path-integral representation of t|,o "vacuum transition

amplitude n which gives the BRS i;.variant stochastic action. In the approach,

SQ is recognized as a (D+l)-dimensional canonical haniilton formalism. The BHS

symmetry is realized in the enlarged phase space ( qA,PB, C, Cy )

We applied the general formulation to the case of gravity and showed that

there exists a non-trivial metric tensor in the configuration space {£„(,(*)} of the

gravitational field. Our starling point is a pair of the Langcvin equations coupled

witli white noises. We introduced two independent variables of the gravitational

fields, g^y and «7M" ( winch is identified to yfg3*v in 4-dimcnsional space-time by

a second-class constraint). The choice of the independent variables is determined

Mich that these variable? give a BRS invariant palli-iiilcgr.il measure. In the con-

figuration space {*i,tv,tj
fff}, Ihe constraint defines a surface on which [gHU) is a

natural coordinate and an unique supers pace metric O"'l'e{x}S*{z;x') is induced.

The description is an analogue of the non-linear r-model case. Since the Langevin

equations are coupled with while noises, it may provide a possible basis for the

numerical calculation of quantum gravity. It is also important to note that the

variation of the gravitational field under the space-time general coordinate trans-

formation is a Killing vector in (he configuration space. This implies that in this

respect the gravity is a nonlinear <r-modcl; the target space is (lie superspace in

which the space lime general coordinate transformation specifics the direction of

(he Killing vector. The geometric interpretation leads to the following analogy

bctwecn the nonlinear <7-model and quantum gravity. In nonlinear <7-models, in

general, although it is not renormalizaWe in 4-d intension hi space-time, the rcnor-

malizalion is recognized as a deformation of the geometry, namely, a mollification

of the metric tensor in the target space. The present formulation suggests lh.il the

rciinrinnlizalinn in SQ nf gravity may be interpreted a> a deformation of geometry

- 2 5 -

iu supcrspacc, namely, a change of the superspacc metric C^.^tzJ/i't*; rr). This

issue is under investigation in the BRS invariant formulation.

We obtained the BRS invariant formulation for SQ successfully, however, there

remains many open questions. First of all, it should be noted that the BRS sym-

metry in SQ is essentially different from that in the ordinary quantization method

except for the role in the rcnunnalitability problem. The reason is as follows. In

the ordinary quantization method, the BRS symmetry specifies the physical sub-

sector in the whole Itilbcrl space and il provides a basis of the gauge iudc|>cndciicc

of physics. On the other hand, as we explained in (I) And this paper, the BUS

symmetry in SQ comes from A consistent truncation of A (D+ ])-<limcnsinnftl gauge

symmetry. This may suggest that a priori it is not necessary to require Ihe gauge

independence of physics at a finite fictitious time, The fact thai the spr ial choice

of the multiplier field (4.15) leads to the usua] Faddecv-Popov effective action also

supports this view (joint. Thus it should be clarified that how the BRS in variance

lends to the unitary S-malrix in SQ, oreqiiivaleutly how we use the BRS symmetry

in constructing the S-matri*. In this context, it is also important to clarify lit*

BUS coliomology by requiring llir Kiiga-Ojima's subsidary condition in Ihe present

BRS invariant formulation. We hope that the BRS symmetry in SQ developed in

(I) and this paper is useful to solve these problems.
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APPENDIX A

lit this section, we provide a basis of the operator formalism in SQ which is

necessary to obtain its path-integral representation.

First we specify the definition of the abstract Hilbcrt space and operators. Tor

the bra (IJ| and the kcl \q), we define

( A l l1

(<t\i) = «(»;«'),

where the ̂ -function is a by-scalar density

iq') = Jvq'6(q;q') = 1. (,1.2)

Since the bra (g| and the ket \q) carry the weight G«, we define a scalar wave

function ty{q) by

(A3)

(A-l)

The hermit conjugation of an operator O is defined by

where llic inner product is defined by (3.9). On this conjugate operator, an hermit

canonical niciincnlnin operator p is defined by

which implies the differential operator

M-5)

(.1.6)

on a scalar wave functional. Here the nioniciiluiti operator is not a vector under the

general coordinate Irvmsfonnatioii (3.3). As a vector ( but a non-hermit ) operator.

- 2 7 -

definc

which is identified

. 0

(A.7)

{A.8)

on a scalar wave functional. The both momentum operators satisfy the same

commutation relation.

Although, pA is not hermit, its transformation property is a vectorial one { sec

{'•\. IT)). On the other hand, the transformation property of the hcrmJliau operator

p; /ip = [•Q(n)<l> . ] • takes more complicated form rather than (3.1~).

To derive the path-integral representation (5,1?), we define the complete set in

terms of the momentum |j>). From the definition (A.5) of the hcrnutinn operator

j> (̂ we have

(,|,.) = V " ' ,

nr |;i); lt.|/») = /» |/»). Thus, we obtain

( A l l )

with an appropriate choice of the normaliialion Ar
0. This implies tlie following

completeness condition

In the last of this appendix, we note that the non-hermit operator (A") also lias

the same cigen-value p^

P±G*\p) - p.GUp). {A. 13)
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APPENDIX B

In this Appendix, we derive the patli-inlegral representation (4.23} by staling

from tlic "Schrodinger equation " (-l.il). Let us consider a generating fittu limin]

{B.I)

By inserting the complete sets (A.I) and (A.12}, we obtain the patli-inlegial rc|>-

rcseutation. We note that

•IG

3 ~AD 1 BG OC

±i2.SGAB , V"« BS 0S, ,

(«•>)

Tliis gives the path-inlegral repicscutation,

4C 0q*dqB iGO*
ococA

4 0qA0q''' '

(B.I)

'1'lie expression is sliglilly complicaterl form due to Ihc contribution which come

frctiil (lie operator ordering, however, it is rewritten in a simple form. To do tltis,

- 2 9 -

we introduce a momentum operator

iOS ,

lias the same cigen-value AS tliat of p ., naniolv

Tlien F-P equation takes the form

(fl.4)

(B.5)

(fid)

Here, to avoid the complicalioii of the operator ordering, we define a new inner

product

I = Jvq\q){q\,

which give? the complete sets

The palh-inlegral re|>resentalion of (3.1) is obtained by inserting the complete

sets. We note

H.Wfc'V^-^G-^+^c-l^

Thus we obtain

Z[0j = /zMty(*, |?»)(? l | 'O«p{ /«ftA"tyy).



Iii this expression and (B.3), the wave functions are related each other by

The stochastic action /v in (B.10) is the basis in (1). In (1), we implicitly Assume

llic condition jp tG 'C '" ' ) = 0 which implies that the last term in K vanishes.

APPENDIX C

In this appendix, we prove that the path-integral representation (B.3)( and

(4.12)) is exactly equivalent to a stochastic action which is obtained from a slightly

different operator formalism by Namiki and Yaniaiiaka.1"

Lcl us start with ine Langcvin equation11'1

Og" (C.I)

where

G" B = hfhf. (C.2)

This equation is equivalent lo the F-H equation (31) in the sense of the llo's

stochastic calculus as follows. In llo's calculus, Hie fictitious time derivative of an

expectation value of an observable O(q) is given by

d

(C.3)

By expressing the expectation value in the r.h.s. of (c.3) with the distribution

- 3 1 -

funclion, we find that (c l ) and (c.2) reproduces the F-P equation (3.3).

Although the Langcvin equation (c.l) is not manifestly covariant, at a first

sigh:, under the general coordinate transformation (3.2), we ixote that (c.l) is

covariant because the term qA is not a vector in the sense of Ihc Ho1* stochastic

calculus. Tlic term -7-̂  JTJTJ {wGGA ) cancel the contribution which cones from the

nou-vecloria! transformation properly of <jA. For this reason, we must be careful

for the transformation property of qA in the sense of the Ho' stochastic calculus if

we use the in variance principle in constructing the Langevin equation.

In N-Y approach, a stochastic action is defined by (2.9) without the determi-

nant factor of the unity (2.8). This implies the following stochastic action for the

Langevtn equation (c.l) and (c.2).

(C.4)

In this approach, note lliat the fictitious time derivative qA still should be taken

in the sense of llo's calculus. The stochastic action is rewritten as

•A r.AU • 0GAB 3 ^ . » I OG OG

1 OH; 1 OGOGAB 1 Oos ds I^AQS
•\G0qA0q» 4Gdq* dqD 4 VV 2 Oq*™

(C.5)

Here lo derive the expression, we have introduced a new variable pA by

,<i.,.<i+ '(^_^ ). ICG)

and also used the relation in Ito's calculus

.BStl 1 1 OG ,A AB 0' OS., 1 I OG (C.7)



The stochastic action (c.5) is exactly equivalent to (B.3) except the surface term

contribution

This exactly corresponds to the difference of llic wave functions (B.I 1).

In this appendix, we showed that the N-Y approach is equivalent to I lie canon-

ical formulation developed in this paper. Furthermore, we observed that the con-

tribution from the P-S supersymmelry in SQ is properly included in the operator

ordering in the canonical formulation.

- 3 3 -
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